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1.  Introduction 

The art of music can be examined through two fundamental perspectives: 

psychology and mathematics.  Music, as a form of emotional expression and therapy, is 

deeply rooted in the field of psychology.  However, music is also an extraordinary 

physical phenomenon that results from the organization of numbers (frequencies) and 

possesses many underlying mathematical properties.  Composers and music theorists 

alike have reflected on both of these perspectives. 

This study examines the aesthetic tendencies of algorithmic computer music 

compared to traditionally composed Western music.  The Western music tradition is 

deeply rooted in emotional expression of the composer and manipulating the affective 

response of the listener.  Conversely, algorithmic computer music promotes an aesthetic 

approach that emphasizes the mathematical properties of music.  This is mainly due to 

the fact that computers are extremely capable of producing and analyzing numbers and 

are lacking when it comes to analyzing subjective ideas such as ineffable emotion.   

This paper is organized as follows.  First, history of the correlation between Western 

music composition and affective response is documented in the first section.  Following 

this, I discuss the introduction of computers to the field of composition along with the 

forms and aesthetics of computer-assisted algorithmic composition.  This background 

creates a foundation for identifying the distinction between traditionally composed 

Western music and algorithmically composed computer music. 

Next, I address current research that link algorithmic composition and affective response.  

The emotional gap between traditional Western music and computer music is becoming 
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increasingly more narrow due to such research.  Specifically, empirical studies that link 

specific musical features to correlating affective responses have been applied to music 

performance algorithms.  These performance algorithms have successfully produced 

desired affective responses in listeners.  These algorithms are discussed in detail and 

provide a framework for applying the same principles in an attempt to convey emotion in 

computer assisted algorithmic composition. 

Finally, this study proposes a theory for expressing emotion in computer assisted 

algorithmic composition.  Sixteen, twenty-second excerpts are algorithmically generated 

and later judged by listeners in a two-dimensional emotional space.  The results indicate 

that it is possible to manipulate specific musical attributes through algorithms in order to 

convey a desired emotion. 
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2.  A Background on Music and Emotion 

Discussion on the relationship between music and emotions has existed since the 

philosophical treaties of antiquity.  In Emotion and Meaning in Music (1956), Leonard A. 

Meyer tells us  “from Plato down to the most recent discussions of aesthetics and the 

meaning of music, philosophers and critics have, with few exceptions, affirmed their 

belief in the ability of music to evoke emotional responses in listeners (p. 6).”  This 

section will investigate how the Western tradition’s approach to the relationship between 

emotion and music developed over time.  

2.1 Antiquity:  Pythagoras, Plato 

The mathematical nature of music was first discovered by the studies of Pythagoras, who 

found that musical pitch is dependent on the velocity of a moving object (i.e., a plucked 

string).  Larger objects (or longer strings) vibrate with a lower frequency, thus projecting 

a lower pitched sound.  Conversely, smaller objects (or shorter strings) vibrate with a 

higher frequency and project higher pitched sounds.  The ancient Greek philosophers 

emphasized the importance of order and reason; thus, these numerical properties of music 

resonated with their values.  

However, Greek philosophers admitted that music was not a strict science by any means.  

The philosopher Plato considered music to be a powerful and dangerous art form capable 

of causing great emotional unrest.  In Republic X, Plato discusses how music “feeds and 

waters the passions instead of drying them up; she lets them rule, although they ought to 

be controlled, if mankind are ever to increase in happiness and virtue.”  Plato feared that 

the emotional character of music was more powerful than its numerical and rational 
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character, and consequently would mislead people into believing that affect was more 

important than reason.   

Plato’s student, Aristotle, also addresses the emotional consequences of music.  

Aristotle is more tolerant of the emotional effect of music than his teacher, and he admits 

that the emotional release catalyzed by music can be both pleasant and valuable 

(Bowman 1998, p. 53).  Because affective responses to music varied depending on the 

style, Aristotle argued that only certain types of music were appropriate.  He 

hypothesizes that invoking pleasurable affective responses is highly dependent on the 

choice of musical mode:  “Some modes, like the mixolydian, make people sad and grave, 

while others can ‘enfeeble the mind.’  The phrygian ‘inspires enthusiasm.’  And the 

dorian, which ‘produces a moderate and settled temper,’ is also the ‘manliest’ (Bowman 

1998, p. 55).”  Aristotle’s speculation on the relationship between musical mode and 

emotional response has been reinforced by many empirical studies (Livingstone 2005, 

2010).   

2.2  The Middle Ages: Boethius 

Boethius was the prominent music theorist of the Middle Ages, and he is 

responsible for translating the philosophy of the Greeks for the Latin world.  Like the 

Greeks, Boethius was concerned with the mathematical proportions that existed in music.  

He even dismissed the major third as a consonant interval, simply owing to its ratio, 

81:64, being too inelegant (Bonds 2006).  Boethius also understood that music influenced 

the listener emotionally, and consequently he believed it influenced the listener’s virtue 

and morality as well (Bowman 1998, p. 64).  In his work The Fundamentals of Music, 
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Boethius describes the variety of affective responses to music:  “[M]usic is associated not 

only with speculation but with morality as well.  For nothing is more characteristic of 

human nature than to be soothed by pleasant modes and disturbed by their opposites” 

(Boethius tr. 1989, p. 2).  Boethius encourages the study of modes that are “temperate, 

simple, and masculine, rather than effeminate, violent, or fickle. (Bowman 1998, p. 64)” 

Boethius’s examination of the relationship to mode and affective response 

mirrored that of the Greek philosophers that came before him.  The ideas of modes 

associated with moods carried over into the philosophy of Baroque musicians and 

theorists.  However, in the Baroque era, most of the Greek modes became obsolete, and 

only the Ionian (major) and Aeolian (minor) modes remained in common use. 

2.3  Baroque:  Doctrine of Affections 

Baroque composer and theorist, Nicola Vicentino wrote in his treatise Ancient 

Music Adapted to Modern Practice (1989) that “the composer’s sole obligation is to 

animate the words, and, with harmony, to represent their passions—now harsh, now 

sweet, now cheerful, now sad—in accordance with their subject matter.”  Various ideas 

regarding the relationship between music and emotions were discussed during the 

Baroque Era.  These ideas are often referred to as the “doctrine of affections.”  Rene 

Descartes attempted to codify the human affections in The Passions of the Soul (1649).  

The six basic emotions that he identified were: wonder, love, hate, desire, joy, and 

sadness.  Composers were expected to induce these emotions through their music.  

Bowman in Philosophical Perspectives on Music (1998) describes the doctrine: 
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“The doctrine of affections, which maintained music’s capacity to portray 

particular emotions... assuming as it did the existence of logically discernable 

congruence between tonal and emotional patterns that could be systematically 

exploited by composer and appreciated by listener.” (p.73) 

Johan Sebastian Bach often exploited these patterns in his church music.  In his 

chorale prelude Durch Adams Fall, in which Adam falls from a state of innocence to a 

state of sin, the “falling” is depicted by the seventh in the bass: “since it was a fall into sin 

and since sin was conventionally represented by chromaticism, Bach made the sevenths 

not diatonic, but diminished” (Bukofzer 1947, p. 283).   Extra-musical meanings such as 

this were often implied by Bach and other Baroque composers.  Although these meanings 

may now come across as artificial, they are founded on the principle that there is a 

correlative relationship between harmonic complexity and affective response.  

Essentially, complex harmony is associated with negative affect (i.e. Adam falling into 

sin), and conversely, simple, diatonic harmonies are associated with positive affect.  

2.4  The Age of Enlightenment 

The Age of Enlightenment brought forth a rise in empiricism.  The empiricists 

sought truth in direct experience rather than in unrestrained speculation.  This emphasis 

on subjective experience as opposed to objective reasoning led to the conclusion that the 

musical experience was more psychological than logical.  

Philosopher Immanuel Kant discussed thoughts on music and its relationship to 

affect in his Critique of Judgment (1790).  Kant considered music to be the lowest of the 

arts due to its “fleeting nature”.  The fleeting nature of music is itself representative of 
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emotions, which are also temporary.  According to Kant, because music appeals so much 

to the senses (emotions), it in turn cannot appeal to the mind (reason).  Kant believed the 

purpose of music was nothing more than “giving an expression to...the dominant 

affection in the piece (Kant 1790, p. 194).”  Kant also did not neglect to mention his 

belief in the correlation between specific musical features and affective response, 

concluding that music instigates affective reaction by an “accord of the sensations,” 

which derives from the imperceptible “numerical relations of the vibrations of the air 

(Kant 1790, p.194).”  However, he did not reflect on which specific numerical relations 

influenced correlated affective responses. 

Composers of the Classical Era did not attempt to evoke specific emotional 

responses in the way Baroque composers did with the doctrine of affections.  The 

empiricist perspective that truth could be derived through the direct experience of nature 

infiltrated into the practice of music composition.  Because there was an emphasis on 

nature rather than abstract speculation, composers attempted to write “natural” sounding 

music.  This goal reflects the extensive use of diatonic melodies and harmonies, whereas 

chromaticism was used sparingly.  As was the theory in the doctrine of affections, 

chromaticism was associated with negative affect.  Classical music and its diatonic 

harmonies can be associated with a positive affective response according to recent day 

studies, such as David Campbell’s The Mozart Effect (1997).  One of the conclusions in 

this study is that the music of Mozart is able to reduce tension in the listener in addition 

to enhancing verbal ability and special-temporal reasoning.  It is possible that temporarily 

enhanced skills is connected to the individual experiencing a positive mood, according to 

research in positive psychology (Csikszentmihalyi 1998). 
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2.5  19th Century Romanticism 

Romanticism describes the aesthetic principles that began to take form in the 

beginning of the nineteenth century.  In Romantic art, subjective reflections of the inner-

self outweighed those of direct experience.  The Romantics’ fascination with the inner-

self and the unconscious are reflected in the theories of Sigmund Freud, who founded the 

practice of psychoanalysis during the Romantic Era.  These theories increased society’s 

understanding and respect for the unpredictability of emotions and the “dark side” of 

human nature.   

An increasing emphasis on individuality formed an aesthetic approach to 

expression that rejected overarching concepts such like the “doctrine of affections.”  

Romantics respected originality, rather than utilizing a custom or rule for expressing 

ideas:  “Artists and critiques of the 19th century were obsessed with the idea of 

originality.  They firmly believed that every work of art must be new and 

different…composers sought to find their own distinctive voice and express it in music 

unlike any heard before” (Bonds p. 394).  

The lack of a set “doctrine” or “rule” regarding what was being expressed by a 

composer led to the development of program music, in which the composer would write 

in words what he or she was trying to communicate.  Program music was not universally 

accepted, and in fact was widely debated during the Romantic Era.  Regardless, 

examining program music can give us an idea of the customs used for emotional 

expression during this time period. 
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A landmark composition of the Romantic period is Hector Berlioz’s Symphonie 

Fantastique (1830).  This work traces the composer’s obsession of his beloved, beginning 

with a joyous yet turbulent first movement representing a young musician’s infatuation, 

and ending with a dark finale in which his beloved dances as a grotesque witch.  The 

finale distinctly evokes a negative affective response.  It is filled with chromatic 

melodies, harmonic dissonance and grotesque timbres (i.e. the shrill high register of the E 

flat clarinet). 

Similar associations with dark moods and harmonic complexity can be found in 

Richard Wagner’s leitmotivs.  A leitmotiv is a short musical idea that represents a person, 

idea or event in a musical drama (Bonds 2006, p. 473).  One of his famous leitmotivs, 

known as the “Tristan chord” opens his musical drama, Tristan und Isolde.  This leitmotiv 

represents the love potion that causes the two main characters to fall in love.  A sense of 

longing is conveyed by the leitmotiv’s dissonance, harmonic instability, and absence of 

resolution.  In the same musical drama, the leitmotiv that characterizes death utilizes 

chromaticism and atypical harmonies:  “Wagner often used chromatic themes or unusual 

harmonic progressions to evoke conditions of pain, such as love and death” (Bonds 2006, 

p. 477). 

Although the Romantic composers believed in original forms of expression, the 

above examples show that they were not exempt from traditional associations between 

musical features and affective response.  The correlation of chromaticism and harmonic 

complexity with negative situations and emotions is a concept that was clearly addressed 

in the Baroque Era’s “doctrine of affections.”  This correlation was further analyzed by 

Leonard A. Meyer in the following century. 
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2.6  20th Century:  Leonard A. Meyer  

In his book Emotion and Meaning in Music (1956), Leonard A. Meyer presents a 

study that attempts to explain the affective aesthetic response to music.  He describes the 

four types of evidence that he uses to formulate his hypotheses: 

“(1) Statements of composers, performers, theoreticians, and competent critics which relate 

specific musical practices to affect or to aesthetic pleasure; (2) statements which relate a specific 

musical passage to affect or to aesthetic pleasure; (3) musical processes in Western music which 

are by common consent considered to be affective, e.g. chromaticism; (4) musical examples, taken 

from the familiar style of Western music, where common habit responses will allow the 

assumptions of common understanding and interpretation” (Meyer 1956, p. 197). 

It is from these forms of evidence that Meyer draws his conclusions regarding 

emotional responses to music.  This study formulates a hypothesis based on Meyer’s 

conclusions, specifically regarding tonality, chromaticism, and the minor mode of 

Western music. 

Tonality refers to the relationships that exist between tones of a certain system.  

Some tones are stable, and others are active and move towards the stable tones.  

Examples of stable tones in the system of a major scale are the tonic (I) and the dominant 

(V).  Tones that are active, such as the subtonic (VII) and the subdominant (IV), have a 

tendency of moving towards the nearby stable tones.  

Most tonal systems are diatonic in nature, and chromaticism can be defined as a 

deviation from the diatonic organization of pitches.  One way Meyer describes it is “an 

interpolation” between the diatonic tones of a system.  These interpolations are 

essentially extra notes added to a melody that delay or block the movement of active 
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tones to stable tones.  Additionally, they detract from the uniformity of the diatonic 

system, which adds tonal instability and ambiguity.  The delay in reaching stable tones in 

addition to tonal ambiguity leads to affective tension and is associated with negative 

emotions.  The relationship between negative emotions and chromaticism can also be 

identified in music that is written for text.  Meyer quotes Edward Lowinsky’s description 

of chromaticism in the motets from the Netherlands: 

“Again and again we find chromatic treatment given to such highly emotional concepts as crying, 

lamenting, mourning, moaning, inconsolability, shrouding one’s head, breaking down, and so 

forth” (Meyer 1956, p.204) 

The tonal ambiguity that results from chromaticism is felt from both a melodic 

and harmonic standpoint.  Chromatic progressions are generally longer and create 

uncertainty as to where the tonal center is and when it will be reached.  This uncertainty 

creates a suspense that greatly affects a listener’s affective response to the music.  

Meyer’s analysis of emotional communication in music was a significant step into 

understanding why certain structures in Western music evoke corresponding affective 

responses.   

While many composers of the twentieth century took advantage of music’s ability 

to evoke specific emotional reactions, a new outlook also developed, known as “new 

objectivity” (Bonds p. 600).  Stravinsky’s piece Octet for Winds (1923) is meant to be an 

“objective composition.”  As Stravinsky himself described it:  “My Octour is not an 

‘emotive’ work but a musical composition based on objective elements which are 

sufficient in themselves” (Bonds p.600).  The idea of “emotionless” music was expanded 

upon by other composers, such as John Cage, and affected the ideas of algorithmic and 
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computer music composers of the late twentieth-century.  This caused a significant gap to 

form between the aesthetics of traditional composers and computer music composers.  

The next section discusses the divergence of these two distinct aesthetic approaches. 

2.7  Conclusion 

Even though styles and ideologies changed dramatically throughout the development of 

Western music, certain principles regarding the relationship between musical features and 

affective response remained consistent.  For the most part, simple, diatonic and major 

melodies and harmonies are associated with positive affect; on the contrary, complex, 

chromatic, and minor melodies are associated with negative affect.  This rule is not 

universal, given the nature of perception, which varies depending on the individual.  

However, his rule provides a convincing basis as to how humans communicate emotional 

meaning through the art of music. 
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3.  Algorithmic Composition in the Late Twentieth Century 

As was discussed in the previous section, a rich history surrounds the association 

between music composition and emotional expression.  An effort to convey the deepest 

of human emotions was perhaps at its peak during the Expressionist movement in the 

1920s and 1930s (Bonds 2006).  Shortly after this, ideas regarding emotional 

communication in music took a significant turn due to the influence of John Cage and the 

introduction of computers in aiding the composition process  (i.e. Cages’ Music of 

Changes (1951), Hiller and Isaacson’s Illiac Suite (1957)).   

During this time there was an increase in the practice of algorithmic composition.  

An algorithm is loosely defined as “a set of rules for solving a problem in a finite number 

of steps” (Cope 2000).  However, according to this definition, any composer’s process 

can be viewed as algorithmic.  As David Cope puts it:  “Since we assume composers use 

finite numbers of steps and not infinite numbers of steps and that composing itself can be 

seen as a problem requiring solving, it seems natural to view the process of composing 

music as algorithmic, no matter who the composer is”  (2000, p. 3).   

Although algorithmic techniques have been used in composition for centuries 

(Burns 1994), what distinguishes many of the algorithmic composers in the late twentieth 

century from their predecessors is their attempt to remove the human element from the 

composition process.  Removing the human element from composition was introduced by 

John Cage’s aesthetic approaches and was facilitated by the assistance of computers in 

the composition process.  This section focuses on a number of the major composers of the 

late twentieth century, including John Cage, and how their aesthetic approaches to music 
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differed drastically from those of previous Western composers.  The composers that will 

be discussed are John Cage, Lejaren Hiller, Gottfried Michael Koenig and Iannis 

Xenakis. 

3.1 John Cage 

Although John Cage’s aesthetics changed throughout the course of his life, he is 

most noted for his ideas that incorporated indeterminacy and chance.  Cage shifted from 

using his own thoughts and emotions to influence his compositional decisions to letting 

forces beyond his own mind make compositional decisions for him.  This shift began in 

the middle of the 1940’s, when he felt that most of the musical community did not 

understand his work (Prichett 1993).  He describes his difficulties after a performance of 

The Perilous Night: 

“I had poured a great deal of emotion into the piece, and obviously I wasn’t 

communicating this at all.  Or else, I thought, if I were communicating, then all 

artists must be speaking a different language, and thus speaking only for 

themselves.  The whole musical situation struck me more and more as a Towel of 

Babel” (Pritchett 1993). 

In this statement Cage expresses the difficulty he had in accurately conveying his 

emotions through his compositions.  While he was enduring situations and experiences 

like the one quoted above, he became acquainted with Indian philosophy through a 

student of his, which eventually led him to the practice of Zen Buddhism.  Through this 

Eastern influence, Cage found a new spiritual purpose to his music, which was to “sober 

and quiet the mind thus rendering it susceptible to divine influences” (Pritchett 1993).  A 
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quiet mind, being one that is void of emotional activity, influenced Cage to avoid 

communicating emotion in his work. 

With this aesthetic approach in mind, John Cage began to implement new and 

unique forms of algorithmic composition.  This included his use of charts and his point 

drawing system.  Both of these systems represented Cage’s efforts to reach beyond his 

own emotional intentions in his compositions. 

Cage’s use of charts also utilized the I Ching, which is also referred to as the 

Chinese Book of Changes.  The I Ching is an ancient Chinese oracle that is used to 

construct hexagrams out of six lines.  Each line can be either broken or solid (yin or 

yang), which results in sixty-four possible hexagrams.  Cage would correlate each 

hexagram with a specific sound (or silence), a specific duration to be assigned to that 

sound, and a specific dynamic marking to be assigned to that sound as well.  Cage used 

this process to systematically construct each of these features in many of his works, the 

first being Music of Changes (1951).  Cage was attracted to this system of composing 

because it allowed him to realize combinations of sounds that he would never have been 

able to come up with himself (Prichett 1993). 

Another algorithm that Cage practiced was what he referred to as a “point 

system.”  His point system consisted of making a random number of marks on a blank 

page, and then later superimposing these marks on graph paper.  The vertical axis of the 

graph paper represented frequency and the horizontal axis represented time.  Cage used 

other algorithmic methods (often with the I Ching) for determining attributes such as 

duration, accents, and clef for these pieces. 
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These two specific methods of John Cage only touch the surface of his 

composition techniques.  However, the descriptions of these methods reveal how Cage 

made an effort to remove his music compositions from being merely a means of 

emotional expression.  His aesthetic ideas, which approached music as a non-emotional 

art form, were expanded by other algorithmic composers and became increasingly 

prevalent as computers became a larger part of the composition process. 

3.2 Lejaren Hiller & Leonard Isaacson 

Lejaren Hiller and Leonard Isaacson were the creators of the first large-scale algorithmic 

composition that was composed with the aid of the computer.  This composition was The 

Illiac String Quartet (1957), named after the computer used to compose it.  Interestingly, 

Hiller and Isaacson approached this experiment as a scientific research project rather than 

a work of art.  They stated in their book that their “primary aim was not the presentation 

of an aesthetic unity — a work of art” but rather a “research record — a laboratory 

notebook” (1959, p. 5).  One reason for this disclaimer was to avoid aesthetic scrutiny 

from the artistic community (Ariza 2005).  Composing music for a purpose other than 

affective expression and communication was a new idea for the artistic community that 

built upon the ideas of John Cage discussed in the previous section.  In James Moorer’s 

critique of The Illiac Suite, he considers the objective of the composition: 

“While we listen to this piece, we may be struck by the unpredictability of the 

melodies…Chord sequences do not repeat. There is no overall AABA (or some 

such) structure. In short, the piece would certainly not have been accepted by 
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Mozart's contemporaries, but this is not its objective” (Moorer 1972, italics added 

for emphasis). 

Giving music a scientific objective was an idea initiated by the avant-garde experimental 

composers in America during the twentieth-century, including Cage (Shultis 1998).  

Experimental composers exhibited a process-oriented rather than goal-oriented style of 

composition.  Essentially, they were more concerned with the methods used to compose a 

piece rather than what the final resulting composition actually sounded like.  This 

aesthetic approach coincides with Hiller and Isaacson’s experiments with the Illiac 

computer, as they focused on experimenting with the computer’s composition process 

without anticipating the achievement of an artistically satisfying result.  This is 

essentially why each movement is referred to as an “Experiment.”  The distinct nature of 

each Experiment “documents a process of exploration, rather than the creation of an 

integrated multi-movement composition” (Ariza 2005, p.47). 

The Illiac String Quartet was composed in four experiments.  Experiments 1 and 

2 utilized a random number generator and a rule-based system that was based on first 

species counterpoint.  These experiments used a Monte Carlo method, which generated 

random numbers, and then chose acceptable solutions based on the given rules.  This 

system of composing was a new method; prior to this work, it would simply not be 

practical without a computer’s processing power.  Hiller and Isaacson described the 

method as “hopelessly inefficient” without the assistance of a computer (1959, p.3).  In 

both Experiments 1 and 2, pitch was the only musical feature generated.  Experiment 3 

generated not only pitch, but also rhythm, dynamic, and articulation information.  The 
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methods used were similar to Experiments 1 and 2, utilizing random-number generators 

and pre-determined rules. 

Experiment 4 is the most crucial movement in terms of identifying aesthetic 

approaches to computer composition.  This is because Hiller’s and Isaacson’s goal for 

this movement was to implement “a style of composition peculiarly appropriate to a 

computer” (Hiller 1959, p. 119).  Here it is recognized that compositions generated by a 

computer are going to be fundamentally different than those composed by a human, 

simply because humans and computers have different capabilities and are better suited for 

different methods of composing.  Experiment 4 sought a simpler system, rather than 

merely increasing the number of rules used to synthesize music.  The method used zero-, 

first- and higher-order Markov Chains to determine the construction of musical events. 

Hiller’s and Isaacson’s work provided the foundation for the earliest works in 

computer-aided algorithmic composition (Burns 1994).  The capabilities of a computer in 

the composition process required a shift in composition methodology.  Simply stated, 

human composers are good at expressing ideas and abstract emotions in a subjective 

manner, and computers are good at analyzing and generating numbers.  In harnessing this 

predicament, Hiller and Isaacson designed a composition method for the computer that 

emphasized the analysis and generation of numbers.  This fundamental concept has 

strongly influenced the role of computers in the composition process for the past half-

century. 
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3.3 Gottfried Michael Koenig 

As a traditional composer, Koenig used extremely systematic processes and 

calculations to construct his works.  The increasing complexity of the calculations he 

required lead him to utilize computer programs to output compositions.  He describes the 

aesthetic consequences of strict algorithms in composition: 

“…Altough the composition of music – with or without computers – depends to a 

great extent on subjectivity experienced criteria, the algorithmic description of the 

production process adds an objective feature; because of it, “form” is no longer 

the personal manner in which the musical material is presented or the listener’s 

perception is guided, but the rationally discernible, reproducible effect, detached 

from the composer, of an organized system on arbitrary material” (Burns 1993 p. 

62). 

Koenig designed two specific computer programs to assist with composition, 

which he referred to as Project 1 (PR1) and Project 2 (PR2).  In both of these programs, 

the user (or composer) was extermely limited in their ability to influence the output of the 

algorithm.  In PR1, the following musical features were all determined by the algorithmic 

process:  pitch, rhythm, timbre, sequence, register, and dynamic intensity (Koenig 

1970a).  These parameters were implemented in “regular” or “irregular” sequences.  

Regular sequences were those determined by an “alea” algorithm:  specific values were 

randomly selected from a list with replacement.  Irregular sequences were selected by a 

“series” algorithm, which was random selection without replacement; specific values 

could not be repeated until a certain number of alternative values had been selected.   
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PR2 contained even more algorithms for determining parameter values.  In addition to 

“series” and “alea,” other algorithms were “ratio” (weighted random selection), “group” 

(series with element repetition), “sequence” (ordered selection), and “tendency” (random 

selection with dynamic boundaries (1970b).  The user (composer) was able to choose 

which algorithm would be used to determine specific parameters.  In general, PR2 gave 

the user more flexibility and freedom in making compositional decisions. 

Koenig’s algorithms draw from John Cage’s concept of taking certain 

compositional decisions away from the composer and giving them to a systematic 

algorithm.  As stated in Koenig’s quote on the previous page, the composition becomes 

“detached from the composer.”  Koenig’s projects also make use of random number 

generators, like Hiller’s and Isaacson’s methods before him.   

3.4 Iannis Xenakis 

Iannis Xenakis was a composer who relied heavily on mathematics, specifically 

stochastic processes, in his compositions.  His book, Musiques Formelles (Formalized 

Music, 1992) provides a detailed description of the mathematical process he used to 

construct his compositions.  His emphasis on mathematics and calculation reflects the 

aesthetic intention of objectifying the process of music composition, moving away from a 

subjective composition process: 

“…the effort to make ‘art’ while ‘geometrizing’ that is, by giving it a reasoned 

support less perishable than the impulse of the moment, and hence more serious, 

more worthy of the fierce fight which the human intelligence wages in all the 
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other domains – all these efforts have led to a sort of abstraction and formalization 

of the musical compositional act” (Xenakis 1992, p. ix). 

In his chapter concerning symbolic music, Xenakis describes his efforts to formulate an 

abstraction of the composition process:   

“We shall thus be able to reascend to the fountain-head of the mental operations 

used in composition and attempt to extricate the general principles that are valid 

for all sorts of music… In this way we hope to forge a tool for the better 

comprehension of the works of the past and for the construction of new music”  

(Xenakis 1992, p.155). 

Xenakis is promoting the idea that the compositional process does not have to rely 

on subjective emotional ideas, but can be objectified as a strict algorithmic process.  This 

is an important proposal to the field of computer music, because suggesting that the 

composition process can be broken down into a strict algorithm suggests that a computer 

could compose in the way a human does.  Nonetheless, Xenakis emphasizes music to be 

a fundamentally mathematical phenomenon, rather than a psychological one.  This caters 

to the field of generative computer composition, considering the objective mathematical 

principles of music are more readily imitated via computer algorithms than the subjective 

emotional features.  Xenakis’s aesthetic approach signifies computer music’s reliance on 

the objective features of music and its avoidance of the subjective features, such as 

emotional communication. 
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3.5 Conclusion 

Cage, Hiller, Isaacson, Koenig, and Xenakis all contributed revolutionary ideas 

about music and composition that promoted the development of computer music.  Their 

perspectives regarding the composition process involved strict algorithms.  They all 

strove to objectify music and the composition process, a perspective that strayed from the 

historical emphasis on music composition being a subjective art form intended for 

emotional expression. 

As computers were becoming a more accessible tool, scientists were continually 

discovering methods to quantify information and processes in terms of binary sequences.  

Naturally, composers took after this perspective and latched on to the hypothesis that one 

day everything we do can be quantified.  This caused the music community, specifically 

those interested in computer music, to drift away from subjective and romanticized 

opinions about music. 

Music composed with strict computer algorithms is identified with many different 

terms, including: algorithmic composition, automatic (or automated) composition, 

composition pre-processing, computer-aided (or assisted) composition (CAC), computer 

composing, computer music, procedural composition, programmed music, and score 

synthesis (Ariza 2005, p.4).  For the remainder of this study, the hybrid term proposed by 

Christopher Ariza will be used: computer-aided algorithmic composition (CAAC) (Ariza 

2005, p.4).  This term is meant to encompass all forms of strict algorithms that are 

implemented with the aid of a computer for the purpose of music composition.  While 
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this section emphasized the beginnings of CAAC, the next section will analyze the 

development of this field and its current aesthetics. 
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4. Computer-Aided Algorithmic Composition 

The field of computer-aided algorithmic composition (CAAC) expanded as a 

variety different algorithms were developed for compositional purposes.  The different 

techniques were organized into three distinct categories by Martin Supper:  (1) modeling 

traditional, non-algorithmic processes, (2) modeling new, original compositional 

procedures, and (3) selecting algorithms from extra-musical disciplines (2001, p. 48).  

This section will give a brief overview of each of these sections, and conclude with an 

analysis of the aesthetics of CAAC. 

4.1  Modeling Traditional, Non-Algorithmic Processes 

CAAC systems that attempted to model traditional, non-algorithmic processes 

were those that relied on the procedures of previous forms of composition.  This category 

includes some of the systems that were described in the previous section.  The first three 

Experiments that comprised The Illiac Suite are examples of an attempt to model 

Baroque counterpoint.  Also, Koenig’s algorithms in PR1 and PR2 drew from principles 

of serialist composers of the 1950s.   

Another example of modeling traditional non-algorithmic processes is the “Banal 

Tune Maker” of Richard C. Pinkerton. This system was based on the probabilities of 

diatonic tones occurring in thirty-nine nursery rhymes.  The system transposed thirty-nine 

selected nursery rhymes to the key of C, and subsequently calculated the probability of 

each pitch occurring in a given piece.  It then used these probabilities to construct new 

melodies.  This system attempted to create a simplistic model of the composition 

processes used to compose simple tunes, such as nursery rhymes. 
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A more recent example of this category is David Cope’s Experiments in Musical 

Intelligence (EMI).  EMI attempts to mimic the composition styles of Bach, Chopin, and 

other composers.  Cope designed his algorithm on the principle that “creativity does not 

originate from a vacuum, but rather synthesizes the work of others, now matter how 

original the results may seem” (Cope 2005).  Cope implemented this theory by using the 

algorithmic method of recombinance.  Recombinance is a means of “producing new 

forms of data by recombining existing data into new logical orders” (Cope 2005, p.88).  

Essentially, the algorithm draws from a database of existing pieces in order to create a 

new sequence of musical features, and thus a new composition. 

4.2  Modeling New, Original Compositional Procedures 

With the possible exception of Cope’s algorithm, systems that attempted to model 

traditional methods of composition generally failed to produce convincing results (Cope 

2005).  As mentioned previously, this is mainly due to the distinction in capabilities of a 

computer versus a human composer.  The distinction in capabilities led to a new set of 

aesthetic principles surrounding music composed by computers, mainly, aesthetics that 

emphasized objective mathematic features of music rather than its subjective qualities.  

With this in mind, composers eventually began to design new compositional procedures 

entirely that catered to the capabilities of computers. 

An example of a composer who aimed to design original compositional 

procedures for the computer, who was also mentioned in the previous section of this 

paper, is Iannis Xenakis.  Xenakis proposed to use his musical perspectives to forge a 
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tool that would be able to construct new music (Xenakis 1971).  His systems utilized new 

methods for composing that relied on strict stochastic procedures. 

Another composer that falls into this category is Clarenz Barlow.  Barlow 

developed programming languages and algorithms that were to be used for one piece 

only.  Essentially, each algorithm was a distinct feature of each composition.  His most 

notable piano composition, Çogluotobüsiçsletmesi, expresses Barlow’s numerical 

examination of tonality  (Supper 2001).  This piece is only one of many possible 

realizations of the algorithm (Barlow 1980), and was one of two realizations that were 

actually produced.  A second realization was completed due to the fact that the first was 

composed for the acoustic piano and was extremely difficult to play.  The second was 

made for performance by a computer (Burns 1994). 

Composers continue to expand this form of computer-assisted algorithmic 

composition.  In the Electroacoustic Music Festival in New York, 2010, composers Akira 

Takaoka and Robert Rowe utilized generative algorithms.  Akira Takaoka’s 

Responsorium was composed via a rule-based system in Java that drew from plainchant 

and twelve-tone theory.  Robert Rowe’s Primary Colors includes a computer part that 

was generated in C++ by his own unique algorithms.   

4.3  Selecting Algorithms from Extra-Musical Disciplines 

 Algorithmic composers have also been known to take algorithms that are applied 

in extra-musical disciplines.  Patterns that are found in extra-musical phenomenon are 

used to design musical structures.  Among these include L-Systems, Cellular Automata, 

and other evolutionary and genetic algorithms.   
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 L-Systems are algorithms capable of generating and evolving strings by 

sequentially replacing every symbol in an existing string with a new symbol or set of 

symbols.  They were introduced in the field of biology in 1986 (Lindenmayer).  L-

Systems were first applied to music that same year by Przemyslaw Prusinkiewicz in his 

paper, “Score Generation with L-Systems” (1986). Prusinkiewicz proposed that the 

curves generated by L-Systems could be graphically interpreted as notes on a score.  

Figure 1 shows a group of figures representing the transition from a Hilbert Curve 

produced by an L-System to a sequence of musical events: 

 

  Figure 1.  Hilbert Curve produced by an L-System 

L-Systems can also be used to organize the overall form of a piece.  A simple L-System 

could exist of the following two axioms: 
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 a  b 

 b  ab 

This L-System would produce the form: 

a 

b 

ab 

bab 

abbab 

bababbab 

… 

This pattern would continue as long as the composer desired.  Many composers have 

been drawn to L-Systems because they create self-similar structures (Supper 2001). 

 Cellular automata, which were initially designed to model many different 

scientific phenomena, including chemical reactions, dynamic systems, chaotic systems, 

genetics, and crystal growth, have also been used by algorithmic composers to synthesize 

scores (Miranda 1993).  In 1993, Eduardo Reck Miranda published an article in The 

Journal of New Music Research discussing a software program he wrote, entitled 

CAMUS, which synthesized scores based on cellular automata.  The purpose of CAMUS 

was “to identify correlations between concepts from biology, crystallography and 

computing in order to define compositional properties (Miranda 1993, p. 6).   
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 In addition to L-systems and cellular automata, other forms of genetic algorithms 

have been used in music composition methods.  Noted composers include Brian Eno and 

Rodney Waschka II. 

4.4  Conclusion 

By analyzing the development of computer assisted algorithmic composition, one can see 

that the aesthetic principles defer drastically from those of traditional Western music.  

The Western music tradition has been built on modes and the relationship between modes 

and affective response.  As computers became a larger part of the composition process, 

the aesthetic focus shifted from the subjective musical features to objective musical 

features that could be more readily analyzed by computers.  These features include 

statistical features (as seen in Xenakis’s and Pinkerton’s work), concrete organizational 

rules (such as the counterpoint imitations in The Illiac Suite), and numerical patterns 

(such as cellular automata and L-systems).  This shift created a significant distinction 

between music generated by computers compared to those composed in the traditional 

sense. 
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5.  Algorithms for Emotional Expression 

As discussed in the first two sections of this paper, emotional expression and 

perception play a significant role in traditional Western music composition.  This role of 

emotion was reduced in the latter half of the twentieth century in a great deal of music 

due to an emphasis on the mathematical aspects of music and the efforts to create an 

objective abstraction of the compositional process.  The act of quantifying music and 

composition removed the element of subjectivity, which has been so important to the 

field of Western music theory and composition for centuries. 

The objective perspectives of music that developed in the late twentieth century 

lead to many attempts to generate music via computer algorithms, which is referred to as 

generative music.  Because generative music composition removes many human 

elements from the composition process, there is little subjectivity, and the music often 

lacks emotional communication.  This concept caused a significant gap to develop 

between music composed by humans and music composed by computers.  Recent 

research has attempted to narrow this gap by implementing computer algorithms that 

manipulate musical features that are specifically noted to cause specific affective 

responses. 

This section proposes methods for conveying emotions that can be implemented 

in computer algorithms.  Recent research in music perception has correlated the quality of 

specific musical features (e.g. harmony, tempo, timbre) with certain emotional reactions 

in the listener.  This research has been primarily applied to music performance by 

computers (Livingstone 2010, Friberg 2006).  By understanding how musical features 
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relate to emotional perception, certain rules can be obtained and implemented in 

generative music algorithms as well.  Two performance systems will be discussed:  the 

KTH Rule System and Livingstone’s Computational Music Emotion Rule System. 

5.1  KTH System  

The KTH rule system for musical performance attempts to generalize the 

principles behind all musical performances.  The system takes in  a nominal score and 

outputs a performance version based on rules that are manipulated by variables.  The 

rules of the system consist of two parts: (1) when the rule should be implemented within 

the structure of the nominal score, and (2) how it should be implemented.   

There are specific rules that relate to the following features:  phrasing, micro-level 

timing, metrical patterns and grooves, articulation, tonal tension, intonation, ensemble 

timing, and performance noise.  As an example, the rules for how to handle tonal tension 

are melodic charge, harmonic charge, and chromatic charge.  The rule for melodic charge 

states that emphasis should be placed on tones that are far away from the tonic on the 

circle of fifths. 

The authors of the KTH system note that there “tends to be agreement among 

Western listeners and performers about how to express certain emotions in terms of 

performance parameters” (Friberg 2006, p. 153).  The KTH system has been used to 

model several different modes of emotional expression, including happy, sad, angry, and 

tender.  Table 1 shows how the communication of these emotions alters performance. 
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  Table 1.  Performance Parameters for Portraying Emotion 

The rules regarding tempo can be applied to music composition as well as 

performance.  More active emotions, such as happiness or anger, correspond with faster 

tempos, whereas more passive emotions, such as sadness and tenderness, correspond with 

slower tempos.   

5.2  Computational Music Emotion Rule System (CMERS) 

The Computational Music Emotion Rule System (CMERS) was the first system 

to possess real-time music emotion modification capability.  The system’s rule set was 

designed by drawing from 148 empirical studies from the past century that have 

attempted to correlate musical features with perceived emotion (Livingstone 2010).  The 

system’s rules are defined of music-emotion rules, which are “the application and 

variation of a musical feature to bring about a specific change in musical emotion” 

(Livingstone 2010).  These rules can be further categorized into structural rules, which 

are associated with the actual score, and performance rules, which are associated with a 

performer’s interpretation of a score. 
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CMERS utilizes a 2-Dimensional Emotional Space to categorize emotions. (see 

Figure 2)  This space generates four quadrants, which can be loosely defined as Happy, 

Angry, Sad, and Tender, respectively.   

 

Figure 2.  2-Dimensional Emotional Space 

According to the empirical research that CMERS drew from, there was significant 

cross-study agreement with regards to musical features in respective quadrants.  Certain 

features could be found in all four quadrants: tempo, mode, harmonic complexity, 

loudness, pitch height, and articulation.  This suggests that these features are “particularly 

useful in expressing emotion” (see Figure 3). 
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   Figure 3.  Musical Feature in 2D Emotional Space 

The primary emotional rules used in CMERS were implemented to modify tempo, 

mode, harmonic complexity, loudness, articulation, pitch height, note onset, and timbre 

brightness.  In addition to these rules, other features were modified merely to prevent the 

performance to sound “mechanical.”  These features included phrasing, pedal, chord 

asynchrony, slurring, metric accent, and global melody accent. 

CMERS is essentially a system that reads in a MIDI score and outputs a 

performance of that score.  The system modifies certain features before the performance 
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occurs.  Most modifications are then done via real-time filters.  Each filter pertains to a 

specific rule, and implements the rule according to the emotion that is trying to be 

conveyed. 

CMERS differs from the KTH rule system in the way it modifies the actual score, 

and not just the performance features.  CMERS modifies six features: mode, pitch height, 

tempo, loudness, articulation, and timing deviations.  The KTH system only modifies 

four: tempo, loudness, articulation, and timing deviations.  Experiments that compared 

the two systems showed that CMERS was more successful in conveying a desired 

emotion (Livingstone). 

CMERS could successfully alter the perceived emotion of a work regardless of 

the initial emotion of a work.  It caused significant changes in both valence and arousal, 

whereas the KTH system had notable success only in changing arousal.  This suggests 

that the mode of a work is an essential feature in determining valence. 

5.3  Conclusion 

 

 Both the KTH rule system and CMERS showed that algorithms could 

successfully convey emotions in music.  Empirical research has shown that specific 

musical features correlate with certain affective responses, and these features can be 

systematically manipulated by algorithms.  Similar systems to KTH and CMERS could 

be implemented for score synthesis rather than performance.   

Leonard Meyer stated, “The performer is a creator who brings to life, through his 

own sensitivity of feeling and imagination, the relationships presented in the musical 
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score or handed down in the aural tradition which he has learned” (1956, p. 199).  This 

statement can be applied to computer algorithms that compose as well.  Meyer goes on to 

say: 

“The affective aesthetic value of deviations in the performance of music is 

perhaps even more clearly illustrated by the criticisms which chide the performer 

for ‘merely playing the notes’ or playing ‘mechanically.’” (1956, p. 201) 

These same criticisms have been discussed regarding both computer performances and 

computer compositions.  The same techniques that have been applied to make computer 

performance sound more “human-like” can be applied to generative composition 

algorithms in order to make the output also sound more “human-like.”    
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6.  Theory for Emotional Conveyance in Generative Composition 

The studies that resulted in algorithmic musical performance systems, namely the 

KTH rule system for music performance and the Computational Music Emotion Rule 

System, have drawn specific connections between musical features and emotional 

perception.  These connections are not only valid in the performance domain, but also in 

the domain of composition.  The rules that have been set in place for music performance 

by algorithms can be in turn used for music composition by algorithms. 

This study maps emotional perception on a two dimensional axis of valence and 

arousal, as was done in the study for CMERS (Livingstone 2010).  The study revolving 

around CMERS suggested a hypothesis that distinguishes features that determine changes 

in valence as opposed to features that determine changes in arousal.  Namely, arousal is 

strongly influenced by tempo and loudness, and valence is strongly influenced by mode 

and harmonic complexity (Livingstone 2010). 

This study will focus on the manipulation of two specific features: tempo and 

harmonic complexity.  However, harmonic complexity is closely tied with mode, (as will 

be discussed later in this section), so these two features are both discussed. 

The relationship between tempo and arousal is a sensible conclusion.  Fast tempos 

are associated with energy.  In states of high energy, individuals experience fast thoughts, 

high heart rates, and tend to move more (Gillis 2005).  This relationship of musical 

feature to physical experience may be one of the reasons why tempo has such a 

significant affect on level of perceived arousal. 
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The association between harmonic complexity and valence is very well described 

in Leonard Meyer’s book Emotion and Meaning in Music.  Specifically, Meyer spells out 

the association between the minor mode and a negative affective response. There are two 

significant points that Meyer makes regarding the relationship between the minor mode 

and negative affect:  (1) the two most stable tones of the scale, the tonic and the 

dominant, have additional “leading” tones in a minor key.  The tonic can be approached 

by either the leading tone or the phrygian second, and the dominant can be approached by 

the lowered sixth.  Additionally, the minor third is in closer proximity to the tonic than 

the major third.  The proximity of these active tones to the stable tones “makes the delay 

in the arrival of a substantive tone particularly intensely felt” (Meyer 225); (2) the minor 

mode possesses a greater repertory of tones than other modes, specifically the major 

mode.  This means that there is a lesser probability of any one tone being reached, which 

therefore causes the minor mode to be more ambiguous.  This is true from both a melodic 

and harmonic standpoint.  Additionally, augmented and diminished chords are considered 

ambiguous because their uniform construction allows for a number of equally probable 

resolutions.  The major scale contains one such chord (built on the seventh), whereas the 

minor scale contains seven such chords. 

The minor mode can be associated with harmonic complexity because it contains 

a larger repertory of tones, and consequently a larger repertory of chords.  Therefore, the 

minor mode is harmonically more complex than the major.  In this sense, harmonic 

complexity and mode cannot be considered separate from one another. 
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Based on the above speculations, a generative computer algorithm can 

theoretically manipulate the repertory of tones in order to effect the perceived valence 

and can manipulate the tempo to effect the perceived arousal of a generated composition.   
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7.  Implementation 

This study manipulates the variables of harmonic complexity and tempo in order 

to produce sixteen, twenty-second excerpts with various goals in terms of valence and 

arousal.  The excerpts for this study were generated in the athenaCL environment.  The 

athenaCL system is a composition tool that was written in Python by Christopher Ariza 

(2005).  It is open-source and object-oriented, and it works via a command-line interface. 

The athenaCL system creates musical structures using objects called Paths and 

Textures.  A Path is a set of Multisets, and a Multiset is a set of Pitches.  A Texture is a 

“model of a multi-dimensional generative musical part” (Ariza 2005).  A Texture 

interprets a Path by choosing pitches via an algorithm of the user’s choice, then adds to 

the pitches other attributes such as amplitude, tempo, and rhythm, again via algorithms of 

the user’s choice.  The features of a Texture are controlled by ParameterObjects.  A 

ParameterObject can be controlled via a variety of algorithms, such as a random value 

generator, a constant value, a Markov chain, a genetic algorithm, etc.   

A Texture will interpret a Path to create a collection of Events.  These Events are 

stored in an EventSequence object.  An EventSequence object can be converted to a 

MIDI file.  The MIDI file can then be manipulated in other audio software programs. 

This description of the athenaCL system only covers those aspects of the system 

that are necessary for this study.  AthenaCL is a powerful system that offers many tools 

in terms of computer-assisted algorithmic composition.  For a more detailed description 

of athenaCL, refer to Cristopher Ariza’s publications on the subject (2005). 
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In this study, four different Paths were created in order to represent four general 

positions on the valence axis of the two-dimensional emotional space: low valence, 

medium-low valence, medium-high valence, and high valence.  The Path corresponding 

to high valence, or positive affect, contained the smallest repertory of pitches.  

Conversely, the Path corresponding to low valence, or negative affect, contained the 

largest repertory of pitches.  Table 2 shows each of the four Paths, and their 

corresponding pitch spaces. 

Path Valence Pitch Space 

1 Low C, D, E, G, A, B 

2 Medium-Low C, D, E, F, F#, G, A, B 

3 Medium-High C, D, D#, F, F#, G, A,A#, B 

4 High C, C#, D, D#, F, F#, G, G#, A, A#,B 

	   	   Table	  2:	  	  Pitch	  Space	  Corresponding	  to	  Valence	  

The Paths that corresponded with a lower valence contained a larger repertory of 

tones, which gives their generated pieces greater melodic and harmonic complexity and 

ambiguity.  In addition to containing more pitches, they also contain a minor third and 

lack a major third.  Conversely, both of the Paths associated with higher valences contain 

a major third, and no minor third.  This was done to suggest a major mode in the higher 

valence Paths, and to suggest a minor mode in the lower valence Paths. 

The pitch space in each Path was further organized into Multisets.  Each Multiset 

contained three to five pitches from the pitch space that could be organized into a 
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traditional chord of Western music.  Table 3 shows the Multisets within each Path in 

terms of which Roman numeral chord they represented.  

Path Valence Multisets 

1 Low I, I9, vi, V, Vsus 

2 Medium-Low I, I9, vi, vi7, V, Vsus, V7, V Maj7, iii, V/V, V7/V 

3 Medium-High i7, i9, ♭III7, ii7, V7, v7, IV7, ♭VII7, vi, vii7, V/V, V7/V 

4 High i7, i9, ♭II7, ♭III7, ii7, V7, v7, IV7, ♭VI7, ♭VII7, vi, vii7, V/V, V7/V 

Table	  3:	  	  Chord	  Space	  Corresponding	  to	  Valence	  

The Textures that interpreted these Paths randomly selected four pitches from a 

randomly selected Multiset to create a four-voice chord.  The resulting EventSequence 

therefore consisted of a series of four-voice chords.  Four different Textures were created 

to represent four general positions along the arousal axis of the two-dimensional 

emotional space: high arousal, medium-high arousal, medium-low arousal, and low 

arousal.  The variables that were adjusted in each texture were related to tempo and 

rhythm.  Tempo was fastest for high arousal and slowest for low arousal.  High arousal 

also contained faster rhythms, such as eighth notes.  Low arousal contained slower 

rhythms, such as whole notes.  Table 4 shows each Texture, its corresponding arousal, 

and its tempo and rhythmic characteristics. 
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Texture Arousal Tempo Rhythm Space 

1 Low 60 whole 

2 Medium-Low 80 whole, half 

3 Medium-High 100 quarter, eighth 

4 High 120 eighth 

Table	  4:	  	  Texture	  and	  Rhythm	  Spae	  Corresponding	  to	  Arousal	  

All combinations of Paths and Textures resulted in a total of sixteen 

EventSequences.  The EventSequences were outputted to MIDI files, and converted to 

wave files in Logic Pro 9.  The instrument used to perform the MIDI files was a general 

MIDI piano. 
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8.	  	  Listening Tests 

Twenty-two individuals volunteered to take a listening test for this study.  All 

subjects had experienced formal music training, and twenty were enrolled as university 

music students.  Prior to the listening tests, subjects were given a handout that described 

the 2-dimensional emotional space (Livingstone 2010) and the difference between 

perceived and felt emotion (Gabrielsson 2002). 

 

Figure 4:  Listening Test Graphic User Interface 

The listening test graphic user interface was implemented in MATLAB.  Figure 4 above 

shows a screen shot of the listening test interface. The blue axes represent arousal and 

valence.  The number on the right represents how many excerpts the subject has listened 

to.  All subjects heard the excerpts played in a random order. 
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The subjects listened to each of the sixteen excerpts generated by the previously 

described algorithms.  After hearing each excerpt once, the subject selected a point with 

the mouse on the 2-dimensional emotional space that corresponded with the emotion the 

subject felt the excerpt was trying to convey. 
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9.  Results 

The following graphs in Figures 5 – 21 show the subject reactions to each excerpt.  

The black points represent each individual response.  The red points represent the 

expected response.  The blue points represent the average response.  

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 5:  Results for Excerpt 1 

Figure 6:  Results for Excerpt 2 
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Figure 7:  Results for Excerpt 3 

Figure 8:  Results for Excerpt 4 
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Figure 9:  Results for Excerpt 5 

Figure 10:  Results for Excerpt 6 
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Figure 11:  Results for Excerpt 7 

Figure 12:  Results for Excerpt 8 
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Figure 13:  Results for Excerpt 9 

Figure 14:  Results for Excerpt 10 
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Figure 15:  Results for Excerpt 11 

Figure 16:  Results for Excerpt 12 
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Figure 17:  Results for Excerpt 13 

Figure 18:  Results for Excerpt 14 
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Figure 19:  Results for Excerpt 15 

Figure 20:  Results for Excerpt 16 
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The final graph in Figure 21 compares all of the expected results to the average 

results.  Again, average results are in blue and expected results are in red.  The average 

and expected results for each excerpt is connected by a line. 

 

 

  Figure 21:  Average and Expected Responses 
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10.  Discussion 

The results of the listening test show a correlation between tempo and arousal and 

between harmonic complexity and valence.  These two variables alone were able to 

create a significant difference in perceived emotion.  It is important to look at the results 

of each excerpt relative to one another.  In every case, excerpts with a faster tempo were 

perceived as having a higher arousal.  In every case except one, excerpts that were more 

harmonically complex were perceived as having a lower valence.  The one exception is 

excerpt 5, which was rated as having a lower perceived valence than expected.  There are 

two possible reasons for this:  (1) Even though the harmonies were not complex, most of 

them were minor in quality.  All of the excerpts consisted of randomly generated chords, 

and by chance, even though this excerpt was in C Major, there were more minor 

harmonies generated than major harmonies.  Because mode effects valence as well as 

harmonic complexity, a perceived minor mode would cause a lower perceived valence.  

(2) According to Leonard Meyer, slow tempo can sometimes affect valence (1956).  

Because works in minor keys are technically harder in beginner’s literature, beginner 

musicians associate minor modes, and thus negative valence, with slow tempos. 

One can also see from the results that the most it was easier for the algorithms to 

convey emotions in the upper right quadrant.  Perhaps this is because positive emotions 

are often expressed with simple harmonies, which can be easily emulated by a computer 

algorithm.  On the converse, negative emotions are more complex to us, and in our minds 
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perhaps require more details and expression than this particular algorithm had to offer, in 

order to be convincing.   

This study suggests that by the manipulation of two specific musical features, 

tempo and harmonic complexity, algorithmically generated music can successfully 

convey emotion on the 2-dimensional emotional space.  This concept provides composers 

with a useful tool if they choose to use their music to communicate emotions.  Composers 

of computer-assisted algorithmic music can utilize many different complex algorithms to 

structure their pieces, but can still adjust the affective response by manipulating these two 

parameters. 

Emotional communication is by no means the only purpose of composition.  This 

study does not propose that composers should adhere to traditional means of 

communicating emotion in music.  This study merely suggests a tool for composers who 

wish to use computer generated material, but would still like to convey emotion in their 

music. 

Although both tempo and harmonic complexity have a strong effect on arousal 

and valence respectively, the concept of affective response to music extends beyond the 

scope of these two features.  Arguably, every musical feature contributes to the listener’s 

affective response, and every listener’s affective response is slightly different than the 

next.   
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11.  Future Work 

Affective response is a highly individual phenomenon.  In order for music to 

stimulate a strong affective response, it has to meet certain criteria that is different for 

every individual.  This fact makes the study of emotions and music extremely interesting 

and challenging. 

This study could be expanded to include additional musical features, such as 

timbre, dynamics and articulation.  The point where a listener’s perceived emotion lies in 

the 2-dimensional emotional space is a function of all of these musical features.  Further 

study would allow an understanding of how to refine the manipulation of musical 

features in order to aim for more specific points in the emotional space.  

Another study could employ machine learning techniques, so that it could evolve 

based on the user’s responses.  A system that learned how to affect the perceived emotion 

of specific individuals could be of great benefit in the field of music therapy.  Such a 

system could generate music to calm patients with psychiatric disorders. 
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